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Convicted Juveniles, Adults
May Avoid Jail Term If Bill Passes
SANTA FE Sen. Manny
Aragon, D-Bernalillo, introduced a
bill Wednesday that would provide
$3 million during the next three
years to fund programs designed to
keep certain convicted adults and
minors out of jail.
The measure - Senate Bill 22 was introduced by Aragon for the
Criminal Justice Study Committee
and was referred to the Senate's
Judiciary Committee and Finance
Committee .
Aragon's bill combines two
separate measures that failed to
pass . the Legislature last year.
Corrections Department Secretary
Roger Crist said before the session
began that he would- seek funding
for
community
corrections
programs, calling them an essential
part of the overall corrections
picture.
Only certain convicted adults and
juveniles would be eligible to enter
the programs, and a special
screening board would be
established to determine the
eligibility of the offenders.
The board Would screen all adult
or juvenile offenders who are
sentenced to one or more years in
· prison or juvenile institutions.
As outlined in the bill, only these
offenders could be eligible for the
programs:
- The offender or child has not
been convicted or found delinquent
for a sexual offense, a crime or
offense involving the use of a
firearm or any act of violence, and
has not been convicted or found
delinquent of a violent crime for the
preceeding five years.

.·~

- If the offender's crime or child's
offe.nse involves a victim, only
those offenses where the offender
could make restitution would allow
for eligibility. Required also is a
payment schedule that would
ensure the restitution would be
made during the time the person is
in the program.
- No offender whose. level of
intelligence is below a point
precluding employment and
par'ticipation in a program would
be eligible.
-The offender is not afflicted with
any serious emotional or personality defect.
- The offender or child is willing

to enter into a contract that
establishes objectives that must be
achieved before release from the
program.
The bill establishes a special fund
for the purpose of assisting counties
and municipalities in the diversion
of adult criminal offenders and
deliquent children to communitybased settings.
The Corrections Department will
administer the fund.
As outlined in the bill, counties
or municipalitiies either individually or jointly - may apply
for grants to the department, incontinued on page 3

Local Liquor License Battle
Muddled by Initial Waiver
Manuel Franco
Whether or nota restaurant close
to the University of New Mexico
will be allowed to set up a fullservice bar may partly depend on
whether the liquor license waiver
granted the restaurant was meant
for serving only beer and wine.
Ed Waksman, owner of Posh
Eddie's Bagle.. and Booze across
from Yale Park on Central Avenue,
said Tuesday that City Hearing
Officer Albert Chavez was wrong
when he said in a recent newspaper
article that city officials assumed
that Waksman would only serve
beer and wine at his restaurant,

although the waiver he was granted
could be used for a full-service bar.
The waiver is needed because
state law prohibits liquor to be
served within 300 feet of a church
or· school. The hearing for Posh
Eddie's, located across from Yale
Park on Central Avenue, will be
held Friday at 9 a.m. in room 326
of City HaJJ.
Waksman said that when he Jirst
applied for the waiver last May, he
did intend to serve only beer and
wine, but that he changed his mind
when he appeared before the
Albuquerque City Council June 22
for his final waiver hearing. He said
continued on page 3

ASUNM Could Retrieve $45,000
Karen Reinter
During the semester's first
ASUNM Senate meeting, the
ASUNM president said funds
originally allocated to radio station
KUNM may revert to ASUNM,
although students voted in the
spring 1981 ASUNM election to
give the station the money.
Mike Austin announced Wednesday that he had spoken to UNM
President William E. "Bud" Davis
who said he would write a memo

releasing the funds to ASUN~.
Davis would not say whether the
funds would definitely be released,
but said a statement would be
issued today after he discussed the
matter with Vice President for
Business and Finance John
Perovich.
The Student Standards · and
Grievance Committee was to decide
whether ASUNM had the right to
take back $45,000 meant for
KUNM. The station's funds were
frozen when the UNM ad-

Most.WIPP Protestors
Will Be Jailed, Fired

llill Wechtllf

This sculpture by Willism King on the south lswn of the SUB is one
of tt/llo wo;ks on extended losn tci UNM. The scUlptures, which
before were displaysd st the duckpond biit removed because of
f!andslism, were put into storage until King requested they ~ reinstsl/ed on campus.
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CARLSBAD - A District Court
judge Wednesday • upheld the
sentences of all· but two of the 21
protesters arrested in a Labor Day
demonstration at a proposed
nuclear waste disposal site in
southeastern New Mexico.
The 19 scheduled to go to jail
were given until Monday to begin
serving their sentences~ and many
said they would start their terms
Wednesday.
A spokesman said District Judge
Donald Hallam severed the case of
Ken McCormack of Albuquerque,
'a free lance writer arrested with the
protesters, and suspended the jail
sentence .()f Elly Richards of Taos
for health reasons, because she is
pregnant.

All 21 had been convicted of
criminal trespass by a jury and
sentenced by Magistrate Judge
H.H. Linneweh to serve 30 days in
jail and pay a $250 ·fine. The
defendants were given credit for
three days already served. Seven
members of the media also were
convicted and fined $SO on Oct. 7.
Hallam rejected the 'protesters'
offer to donate community service
hours to local social service
programs in lieu of jail time.
However, he offered to suspend 20
days of the original sentence for
those defendants willing to pa.y
their $250 fine. within 60 days.
The judge said ~nyone refusing
to pay the full fine would have to
continued on page 3

ministration dissolved the Radio
Board,
which
controlled
programming,
budgetary
and
personnel matters and established
the University Radio Committee.
The present University Radio
Committee controls programming
policy and format.
ASUNM Senator Eric Maddy, a
former Radio Board member, said
he had appealed the KUNM case to
the Standards and Grievance
Committee because it was unjust
for ASUNM to receive the KUNM
funds after the students had made
their preference known.
"The due process of law is being
violated," he said regarding the
Austin announcement.
Maddy said he had talked to
persons on the committee Wednesday morning and they had not
yet scheduled the hearing.
The UNM constitution states irt
article 8 that once a ballot is passed
by a majority of the students voting
in an election, it ·is binding on
ASUNM for a full academic year,
unless the students vote again,
overturning their original vote,
which they have not,
In other matters, Austin said he
felt it was the administration's
responsibility to fund the Child
Care Co-op, but that "we cannot
turn our backs on the mothers who
depend on it!' It is still not known
where the centel' wi!.l be relocated.
All other business 1-Vas referred to
committees or deferred until next
week.
'

!'
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GNP Drops 5.2 Percent During Last '81 Quarter
WASHINGTON- The nation's
gross national product dropped 5,2
percent from October through
December, the government said
Wednesday. Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan conceded the nation
is in a ''deep recession" but said lt
will be ove.r by early summer.
Regan and others Wednesday
also unveiled what appeared to be a
coordinated effort t'o urge business
and labor to moderate wage settlements to help the economy.
The steep fourth-quarter drop
held the gross national product's
1981 growth to 1.9 percent, better
than 1980 but not as strong as 1979,
the Commerce Department said. In
1980 GNP slid 0.2 percent after
growing 3.2 percent in 1979.
Inflation
throughout
the
economy, as measured by tile
GNP's "implkit price del1ator,"
was 9. I per.:ent through last year,

nearly identical to 1980's 9 percent
rate.
Befor~ subtracting price hikes,
tile market value of ali" the nation's
goods and services went up $19.9
billion in the fourth quarter,
seasonally adjusted, to what would
be an annual total of $2,984
trillion, the department said.
"This means that we are in a
deep recession, deeper than most
forecasters had predicted," Regan
said.
But Regan, designated the administration's
chief economic
spokesman, saw improvement on
the way, adding, "We are
predicting that the current quarter ... will be much less than that
on the downside."
Regan said the administration
expects January through March to
show an additional drop of 2
percent and then to begin to turn
around after April.

Yet all of 1982 will not show the
growth. of last year despite the
anticipated recovery and additional
business and individual tax savings,
Regan said. He predicted that GNP
will carne out at "probably a plusone" percent for 1982.
The chairman of the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress,
Rep. Henry Reuss, D-Wis., called
the end-of-the-year decline a
"really shocking and tragic
figure."
Private economist Robert
Gough, of the Lexington, Mass.
forecasting firm, Dat!l Resources,
Inc., blamed financing costs. "The
high interest rates are really taking
their toll." Despite administration
projections, Gougb said.,. "It's
unlikely that the economy is going
to regain any kind of momentum in
the near future lar~cly because of

DANCEWEAR
and
EXERCISE WEAR
for everyone!

interest rates increasing."
While steep, the decline was
about what analysts io and out of
government eJo;pected. It was not as
severe as the 9,9 percent plunge

he made his intentions known at
that meeting.
The council offer.ed Waksman a
beer and wine waiver, he said, but
he turned it down.
Marion Cottrell, city council
president at the time Waksman's
waiver was consiqered, said that
city officials, including the council,
Chavez and then-Mayor David
Rusk agreed not to consider beer
and wine waivers as defined in the
1981 Liquor Reform Act because
"we thought them illegal."

taken by GNP during the second
quarter of 1980, the depths of the
previous recession that accompanied Carter administration
credit controls.

Source of Rug Fibers
Vital in Atlanta Trial
ATLANTA - An official at the
mill that apparently made the rug in
accused killer Wayne Williams'
home testified Wednesday more
than 2000 yards of the rug were sold
and some could have ''ended up in
the Chattaboochee River."
It was in the Chattahoochee that
the bodies of Williams two alleged
victims, Nathaniel Cater, 27, and
Jimmy Ray Payne, 21, were found.
The prosecution's circumstantial
case rests almost entirely on its
claim that fibers found on their
bodies cam~ from the rug in
Williams' home. The defense is
trying to convince the juty that the
fibers did not necessarily originate
there.
Cater and Payne were two of the
28 young blacks slain in Atlanta
over a 22-month period that ended
when the 23-year-old black
photographer and would-be talent
scout fell under police suspicion last
spring. Similar fibers, police
sources have said, were found on at

-Convicted

least 10 more of the victims.
Tile trial was interrupted for
more than an bour Wednesday
when, according to court sources, a
prosecution witness 1vas late
arriving.
West Point Pepperell executive
Gene Baggett testified tbat a sample
of carpet - presumed to be from
Williams' home although it has not
yet been identified in court appeared to be his firm's Luxaire
line in English Olive.
That particular carpet - using a
unique fiber made by Wellman Inc.
- was made only during 1971,
Baggett testified, During 1971 and
1972, he said, 2064 square yards of
it in English Olive were sold in 10
southeastern states,
including
Georgia.
Defense attorney AI Binder, who
told the jury . during opening
arguments that fiber identification
is ''an art, not a science," has
attacked every point of prosecution
testimony on the fibers.

continued from pafle 1

duding grants for contractural
services.

Buy Conceptions Southwest
your UNM Literary/Arts magazine
!Redondo ar Yale, M_arron Hall, room 1361
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Welcome
Back
Special

I
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Thursday & Friday Only
2pm ti\11 0:30pm
while they last!

'

Alaska King Crab Leg
Special
lib
7.95
includes salad bar & potato
See our complete line of jazz, ballet and
exercise-wear for men, women and children.
Visit SHOE CIRCUS and THE OTHER SIDE
at Winrocl< today!

.Shrimp Special
1 lb 7.95 Y2lb 5·.95
includes salad bar & potato

Hickory Smoked
BBQ Ribs
8.95 a rack
includes salad bar & potato

ide I
Wlnrock's North Mall
Open daily 'til 9 • Sat 'til 6 • Sunday, Noon to 5

8 oz Trout 3.95
includes salad bar & f.!O!ato

Bring A Friend

~ I

"We decide(\ to )lear only those
who took out an option .on a fullservice license," Cottrell said.
Chavez said that at the time
Waksman applied for the waiver,
"his intentions were to get a beer
and wine waiver. At tile time, no
beer and wine waivers were
available. How can you give a
waiver tbat was not available?"
Altbougb two or three other
establishments besides Posh
Eddie's took out an option on a
full-service license, the only other
waiver granted under these circumstances was to the Albuquerque
International Airport, Cottrell said.
Although the airport's license
was owned by the city, it was
treated as any other waiver, Cottrell
said.
The council realized the type of
waiver Waksman and the airport
were asking for could be used for a

Programs designed to help offenders who meet the above
mentioned criteria will be given
priority. Programs for otber offenders will be funded if money is
available,
Also, each applicant must certify
that the program shall include a
negotiated contract between the
program staff and the offender.
The contract would provide for
deductions from income that pays
back the victim, helps supports the
offender's family, pays room and
board, and provides for savings and
a weekly allowance.
The applicant must also certify
that volunteers will be used as an
integral part of the program to the
maximum. A companion bill
providing $250,000 for the
volunteer poriion of community
corrections programs may be introduced in the House, a department spokesman said.
The bill also prohibits the
transfer of a convicted adult from a
local jail to prison until the
screening board has determined
that person's eligibility for community programs.

Next time,·
you see
someone
polluting,
point
it out.

Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze (formerly Posh
Bagel) is attempting to become UNM's only full
service bar (although without package liquor). We
started this process in June of 1981 and encountered no opposition until last week. We need
your help if wish to have a university community
full service bar and jazz club.

continued from page 1

We will continue to serve the same great food but
this is UNM' s only chance for a full service bar on
Central directly across from UNM.

If We Lose the
University Community Loses!
Therefore we ask your help. Please sign the attached petition and bring it by Posh Eddie's. Encourage your friends to sign the petition. If you
possibly can, show your support by attending our
approval hearing on Friday, January 22nd at 9am
in Room 326 of the City Hall building at:
400 Marquette Ave. NW.

I

II

--------------------------------------------1
We, the undersigned, would like to express our
approval apd support of a full service bar in
the University area.
. ·- ~-.- ···- ·~ -

NAMt:

I
I

ADDRESS

.

1
1
I
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'

.
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f

I

I

If
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opened again along Central," Baby
said.
"I think there will be a lot of
opposition to the license Friday,"
Eaby said. He said the opposition
would inch1de area businessmen.
Larry Rainosek, owner of the
Frontier Restaurant, said he is
against Waksm&n obtaining a fullservice license because "the feeling
was that there would only be beer
and wine served along Central. I
think the guy (Waksman) is trying
to work on people's emotions."
Eaby said, "I have no idea''
wbcther Chavez will rule in his
favor after Friday's meeting,
But Waksman s&id he has already
invested a lot of money into his bar
and because he will go out of
business if he is not granted the fullservice · license, "! have to be
c9nfident. If I lose (the hearing), I
lose everything.''

Do You Want
Prohibition
In the UNM
Area?

-WIPPserve the unpaid portion on the
basis of $5 a day in jail, meaning
anyone wbo refused to pay the fine
would end up spending an extra 50
days behind bars.
McCormack said after the court
appearance he would receive a new
trial in whicb he would be
represented by the American Civil
Liberties Union.
Before entering the court room at
9 a.m., the protesters read a
statement from the Court House
steps, saying they were appealing
their sentence because tbey thougbt
it was "arbitrary, unduly severe
and politically motivated.''
They said they oppose the Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant because of tile
potential danger from tile transporting of radioactive waste
through the state to tile WJPP site,
and because of geological unstable
salt beds wbere the project is
located.
Following tile court appearance,
one of the protesters, Rosalie
Traina, 35, Cerrillos, N.M., said a
similar proposed site was abandoned at Lyons, Kan., in 1972.
Sbe said the reasons were citizen
opposition and because brine
deposits were· discovered within
1400 feet of the project. ln New
Mexico, she said, salt water
deposits have been found within
500 feet of WlPP's main shaft and
there also is citizen opposition.
"The people of Lyons, Kans.,
stopped the program there and the
people of New Mexico will stop
WIPP," Traina said.
She also noted that the Department of Energy decided this month
to continue with drilling at the
WIPP site, despite the call of Dr.
George Goldstein, State Secretary
of Healtb and Environment, for a
suspension of drilling until tests on
the brine deposits are completed.

full-service bar, Cottrell said, so
restrictions were put on tile airport's waiver, but not on
Waksman's.
·
On June 23, the day after
Waksman's waiver was granted, the
city was ordered by a court to hold
bearings for beer and wine waivers,
Cottrell saicl. So waivers could now
be given to those who had I]Ot
obtained an option to a full-service
license.
Christian Eaby of the Nob Hill
Neigbborhood Association, which
is fighting Waksman's efforts, said
tbat the City bas the right to "turn
down any license, if granting it
would be detrimental to the neighborhood."
"The kind of people attracted to
past bars in that area and to the
(Earth Rise) pool hall, which just
closed right behind the Fronti.er
(Restaurant), would return if a bar

···:..

f'
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Scheduling Clash Juggles Dance Class, Education Class
Eileqe Vaughn

&ditorial

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

A 96-member dance class was
juggled from its time slot because
of .a space and time conflict with a
physical education class half its
size.

Area Responsible Enough
To Adapt to Full-Service Bar
Normally we wouldn't voice an opinion concerning

a local business. The market across the street from the
University of New Mexico is competitive enough that
the free market system actually works. Students
patronize the businesses that provide good service
and the final judgment of quality can be determined by
the survival rate of the businesses themselves. To
support one business and not another on the basis ·Of
quality would be making a decision that only individuals have the right to make,
However, as their neighbors, some business
decisions apart from product quality affect us. Posh
Eddies (formerl;• the Posh Bagel) and the fight for a
full service liquor license is one of those decisions.
Certainly, a full service license will give Ed Waksman
an advantage over his fellow restaurateurs but there is
a bigger issue than profits.
Despite student support, a pub on campus is a
fantasy. The high and mighty Board of Regents will,
as would be expected from their conservative perch,
never grant that freedom to the students. Posh Eddies
is tho opportunity for students finally to have the righ•
to have a drink after classes. As part of the university
community, Posh Eddies would be the student pub
and off-campus may be as close as we will ever get,
Critics of the venture claim the bar will create a
seedy atmosphere on Central, something like Okie' s,

Introduction ta Dance 108,
scheduled for Wednesday and
Friday from noon to 1:30 p.m. had
to be rescheduled for Monday and
Wednesday from 7 to 8 a.m. (the
only available time) and Friday
from noon to I :30 p.m. because

but they have no evidence to sUpport this claim. There
is no reason to suspect Posh Eddies clientele will
change with the liquor license or that Ed Waksman will
allow less than respectable customers into his
restaurant.
No one seems to realize the average age of the
students on campus is.25.5. With the consideration of
the faculty, the average age of the UNM community is
well above the legal drinking age. Surely, the community is responsible enough to handle a full service
bar in their midst.
Not all bars are decrepit refuges for low life and not
all students drink just to get drunk. The neighborhood
should look closely at the businesses in the area. Even
under the closest scrutiny, Posh Eddies appears to be
a potential asset not a liability.

YCAH,
I 6/J£65

7HAT's

m/e.
I

another class, Physical Education
in the Elementary School319, with
an enrollment of 35 to 50, was
scheduled at the same time in the
same place.

health, physical education and
recreation department, said the
physical education class, which has
priority on the gym, gave up the
space for the dance class but after
the fall semester the instructor,
Associate
Professor
Nicolaas
Moolenijzer, said the class could
not be taught without the space in
the gym.

Brian Hansen, chairman of the
thee.tre a1ts department said the
health, physical education and
recreation department gave the
space to the dance class before the
spring schedule of classes was
planned early last summer.

Carlisle Gym has the only space
large enough to accommodate the
dance class in which enrollment has
Leon Griffin, chairman of the been steadily increasing, Professor

Jennifer Predock, the class instructor said,
''We would not on)y be losing
student credit hours, but also the
momentum of the course," she
said.
Hansen said he did not want to
cancel the class because of the large
enrollment from early registration,
so the only alternative W!IS to
discuss a possible rescheduling with
the class.
He said fortunately over 50

\
W~nesdays
tlc•panh~. For

The
steer's
name
is
MacDonald, although I do not
believe he is aware of this, or
much else either. All he knows is
that every day this telephonecompany executive comes into
the barn, waving a pitchfork,
and t~kes away the manure that
MacDonald has gone to a lot of

Earth would anybody want a
steer on the premises? I asked
Joe this very question, and he
said he plans to use MacDonald
for meat. That's right: Not only
does MacDonald have to undergo sensitive operations, but
when he gets to be 900 pounds,
he's going to be eaten. It
doesn't seem right,
Now don't get me wrong
here: I'm not one of those left·
wing vegetarians who believe
eating meat is wrong because it
requires the taking of animal life.
I am all for the taking of animal
life. Some of my fondest
memories involve stomping on
ants in the kitchen. What
bothers me about Joe and
MacDonald is that if you want to
eat a steer, you don't necessarily

have to become personally
involved with one. You can
simply go to one of the many
fine supermarkets that sell
already dead steers in the form
of steak and hamburger. The
beauty of this approach is that
the particular steer that the meat
originated
in
remains
anonymous. In fact, if you didn't
read the label, you wouldn't
even know for sure what kind of
animal the meat came from.
This is fine with me. My
philoshophy is: Never eat
anything that looks like what it
came from. For example, I never
eat lobster, because when
restaurants cook lobsters, they
make no effort to disguise the
fact that they are lobsters. They
just bring you a plate with a hot,
naked lobster sitting on it, eyes
and legs shooting out in all
directions, and you're supposed
to eat it. What are we, barbarians? Clams are another

example. You get these shells,
and you open them up, and
there you are, staring at the
insides of a bunch of clams.
Clams should always be eaten in
the form of chowder.

B111Wur::htl>l

Quick and
easy to make
with LaPaz

Margarita Mix.

===~-

Well, that about covers my
views on this subject, and I hope
you all have a deeper appreciation now for the plight of
the American farmer.

Student
Bookstore
We ho.ve many USED textl
for Spring 1982 cout~ea.

Setvlng the University of New mexico
and the City of Albuquetque.

New Mexico Daily Lobo

Once Again kl~s
STUDENT SALE!
January 18 through January 30
If You Need A Camera Get It Now!

We buy USED texts
every day.

OcosiNA cT1A
Manual camera with
a 50mm F/20 lens

'i'

N~w Mulro Dally Lobo

On Sale for
Only $139.95
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We Want Your Help!
In two months we will completely revamp the
store- In order to better serve the UNm campus
and the surrounding community.
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La Paz
Margaritas.

Ralph Harrison, left, and John Clark, right, proudly show their computer-enhanced portraits that were
made for them in the SUB Wednesday. The SUB Entertainment Committee sponsored the portraits
which were done by Computer Portraits Inc. of St. Louis, Missouri.

Along the same lines, I never
eat specific organs, such as
tongues.
The
supermarket
where I shop often displays, as if
they were bowling trophies, a
collection of enormous tongues,
some of them the size of throw
pillows. Where do they come
from? Who would want to buy
one? What if you took one home
and it suddenly came to life,
right there on the kitchen
counter? I always move my cart
briskly past the tongues.

·

The best
parties
start with

,

Life and Related Subjects
by Dave Barry

E

9-11 il.m., bogin~tng _Feb. 3, lor 6 \'leeks. limited to 8 prc·roglslered par·
lnlormaUon and tndlvldu.al pre"reg•stratum mterview ca11277·45J7. Togolhor,

enrolled jor 6 or more hours.

-··~·~·

MacDonald tends to shy away
from Joe, I suspect this is
because one day Joe and his
brother castrated MacDonald
while Joe's son-in-law, who is
an otherwise sane graduate
student, sat on MacDonald's
head. Now my idea of hell is to
be castrated with a graduate
student sitting on my head, but
Joe claims MacDonald never felt
a thing, Which is easy for Joe to
say. MacDonald didn't say
much, but I bet he gives the
ducks a real earful when Joe's
not around. I noticed they
looked pretty edgy. They're
probably afraid that one day Joe
will just leap up and say: "I think
I'll go castrate the ducks." I
wouldn't be surprised: Farmers
are always doing bizarre things
to animals, with nary a peep
from the ASPCA.
But back to MacDonald. The
obvious question is: Why on

Where can I go If I want to report
something lost or found? UNM
Campus Police, 1821 Roma NE, x
2241.

W(!!_ wilt employ verbal and nonvo,bal counseling approaches to e~~:plore change In oorselves
ourrela1ionshlps and our world.
•
Faclllt.aled by Carolina YatmfJ, M.A., Studenf .Mental Heallh service Frco- to st d 1

,,

trouble to produce.

Where can I go if I want to correct
an incorrect University billing?
Cashier's Oflice, Scholes Hall 204,
X5363.

EN AND

In the Jan. 19 issue of the Daily Lobo a portion of
Virginia Riley's letter to the editor said of Ed
Waksman's Posh Eddie's Bagels and Booze "the
relatively small seating capacity would preclude
anything but an intimate, rather rowdy atmosphere." That should have read "the relatively
small seating capacity would preclude anything but
an intimate, rather than rowdy atmosphere." The
Daily Lobo regrets the error.

,<

Farming is a very hard way to
make a living, but I can think of
harder ways, such as being a
cow. I know this cow - actually, it is a male cow, or
"steer" - that belongs to a
good friend of mine named Joe,
who lives in Ohio. Joe is a
telephone-company executive,
but he lives on a semi-farm with
a barn. He has one head of steer
and two head of duck. Every
morning, Joe goes out to his
barn and shovels steer and duck
manure around. This clears his
mind so he can go off to work
and rnake wise telephonecompany decisions.

Predock said the introductory
dance class i9 not only a
prerequisite for upper-level dance
classes but also a service course for
the University and the commununity.

•
Where can I go If I want to cash a
check? Cashier's Office, Scholes
Hall 204, x 5363; or Mercado
(single party checks only), New
Mexico Union.
Wlterc can I go If I want a campus
tour? Office of School Relations,
1716 Las Lomas NE, x 5161.

fORA
MSR6!ff?,
SIX.

students signed up for the early
hour class.
The physical education class,, also
offered as Phys. Ed, 217, is a
required class for elementary
education majors, Griffin s!lid.

.We want you to tell us what th·e
Student Bookstote should be.

NEW

Or OcDSINA CT7AAutomatic
Camera with a built·in Data back
and a 50mm Fill lens

Only $279.95
How About a Flash

N!.SlSiN 340T Flash Only $59.95
N!SlSiN 360TW Flash Only $69.95
And we'll throw in a Nissan Flash Filter set Free.

LetlerSubmlsslons Polley
Lctte'rs to the Cdittlt mu~l bct~f!ed, doubiespli.ced nnd signed
by the nilthor wirh the authOr's name; address and telephone
number. Only lhc hnmc of the IJU!hor will be· prinied and
Mmcs wlH not be withheld.

Stop In with your Ideas and suggestions

!he Vall}' l.tibo docs: not guarantee publicll.tlon,
All submissions become ·the propttty ot the New Mrxlco
lJ~ily l.oho and Wili be edited for length or libelolls' content.

ALL STUDENTS SUPPLIES UPTO 25% OFF

only m
•
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Combined Ice Shows Feature Many World Stars
Five-time Austrai!ian National pions Christina Regoczy and
Pair champions, participants in Andras Sa!lay;
four World Championships and the
Three-time German National
1980 Winter Olympics Peter and Pair champions and fifth-place
Elizabeth' Cain:
winners in the 1972 Winter
The lee Follies and Holiday on
Olympics . Almut Lehmann and
Two-year Hungarian Junior Herbert Wiesinger;
Ice Combined Shows will appear
and
nine-year
through Sunday at Tingley champions
John Carlow, Junior Gold
Hungarian Ice Dancing champions,
Coliseum for eight performances.
Medalist of the 1973 United States
The shows will feature many top 1980 Olympic Silver Medalists and National Figure Skating Com1980 World Ice Dancing Cham- petitions;
skaters including:

In March 1979 Kenneth and Irvin
Feld purchased Ice Follies and
Holiday on Ice, and one season
later, both shows were combined.

Allen Schramm, first place
winner in the 1978 North Atlantic
Senior Men's Event, was also Silver
Medalist of the Eastern Regionals
the same year and in 1979, he was
the Gold Medalist in those competitions. Schramm also won triple
Gold - for figures, free-style and
in both Sr,
overall points Gervais, France and Oberstdorf,
Germariy and was Silver Medalist in

Six University of New Mexico
graduate. planning students, with
strong guidance from Associate
Professor of Architecture and
Planning Paul Lusk, have just
completed a four-and-a-half month
study of growth in Albuquerque's

South Valley.
The study was an option in the
students' Community and Regional
Planning course.

the 1979 Prague Skate in
Czechoslovakia.
The combined shows also feature
new skaters such as 19-year-old
Linda Harries and former body
builder Doughdee Marie.
Tickets for the Ice Follies and
Holidav on Ice Combined Shows
are on 'sale at the Tingley Coliseum
box office and all Giant ticket
outlets.

The students reported their
findings to the South Valley Study
Group, which is composed of
several committees serving in an
advisory capacity to the County

The next GSA Council meeting
is scheduled for Saturday, January 23, 1982 at 9am in
room 230 of the SUB. Below is the proposed agenda for
that meeting.
I. Call to Order
II. Minutes of the December 12, 1981 meeting
Ill. President's Report (given by D. Tryon)
IV. Committee Reports
Budget proposals
A. Finance
B. Fee Increase
for the 1982-83 year
V. Old Business
will
be
available at this meeting.
VI. New Business
VII. Adj9urnment

Commission. The group provides
The South Valley Study Group, comprehensive overview of all the
citizen input and recommend;~tions composed of five committees intricacies and considerations in
on high priority issues for the representing Land Use Planning, planning for future and current
planning of South Valley growth.
Water and Sewer Services, Roads growth of any community.
and Transportation, Industrial and
Audon Trujillo, Diane Gusky, Commercial Development, and
The students' satisfaction at
Lynwood Brown, Judy Novotny, Emergency Services, were proyided providing this valuable information
Lynn Rosner and Jay Eberle data enabling them to make well was part of the original two-fold
decided last September to provide informed decisions and recom- objectives of the Environmental
County
Commissioner
and mendations.
Planning Practicum.
Commission Chairman Orlando
Vigil with research, planning and
Developed into research reports
Besides the provision of the•
technical assistance for the South as a data base for the committe~s planning r~source, research and
Valley Study Group,
and the County Commission were: technical assistance to the Study
the Preservation of New Mexico Group, the students gained inCommittee members marveled at Farmlands, the Benefits of Cluster valuable firsthand experience in
the scope of the research that was Housing, Industrial and Com- their career field.
undertaken by the students. One mercial Development, the Range of
member said, "without all this Existing Public Services, and an
Vigil said, "This project was a
research data, we would have been extensive survey that distributed to real inspiration to all of us who
in the dark in trying to come up over 300 South Valley residents.
were involved in the study group,
with recommendations that were
and I think I speak for all of us
based on facts, rather than just our
The committees and the Com- when I say, thank you. We are
emotions. My hat's off to them."
mission were provided 11 fairly impressed."

SANTA FE--' Two bridges over
the Rio Grande in Albuquerque's
North Valley will be built under a
proposal released Wednesday by
Rep. Hal Stratton, R-Bernalillo,
Stratton introduced two bills
Wednesday seeking $70.7 million
over the next five years for construction of four-lane bridges north
of I-40 at El Pueblo and Montano
roads.
The only access now from
Albuquerque across the river to the
North Valley is the bridge at I-40,
and a two-lane bridge eight miles
upstream at Corrales Road.
''The bridges will also benefit
those in Rio Rancho and Sandoval
County, as well as everyone in the
state. That's why I'm proposing the

A convenient way for Non-Resident Students and
Staff to take care of those between class and work
meals.
Buy in advance, all those dinners before your
Wednesday night lab, and for many other meals you
need to have while on campus.

It's a wise ·move into the
residence halls, and the price
is right. Space is available for
the Spring Semester, but apply early! Don't be left out. ·

Use Entree card for $16.00 worth of any com·
bination of meals at La Posada. Buy one or as many
asyou need. Just $14.00, a $16.00 value.

Where can I go if I want to participate in a religious organization?
Campus Religious Centers; or
Student Activities Center, New
Mexico Union 107, x 4706.

l'ot

l'enaltie.~
A 31 year old man, without a petmanent
adress, was arrested by an Albuquerque
Police Department officer in Yale Park
Wednesday for the possession of less

than half an ounce of marijuana. The
suspect will be charged with a
misdemeanor and was being held, as of
10:00 p.m. Wednesday, in lieu of$100 bail.

AOOMIIBOAAD

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX·· VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

UNM AESIDENCE HALlS

~-t!IUIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER •

Test Preparalton Specialists

Silice 1938
For irtforma110n, PJensu Call;

265-2524

'

MCAT/DAT

Contact; Housing Reservations
La Posada Hall
277-2606

classes start
February 27th

ENROLL NOW

Then you need to know about the
Romans. Discover the people who wrote
the book on lust and violence.
History 314-ROME

Tue.-Thrs. 11-12:15

Contact Prof. Berthold or
History Dept. for details

-----------..

Conference· Will Focus
On Different Programs
development programs."
Dr. Terry O'Banion, vice
chancellor of educational affairs
for the Dallas County Community
College District in Texas will be the
meeting's keynote speaker.
"Dr. O'Banion is the most
widely recognized expert in the area.
of staff development in community
colleges," Bowes said. "His diverse
professional background includes
administrative positions in student
services at Florida community
colleges and professorships in
higher education in California and
Illinois."
Bowes will also be among the
speakers at the conference. He will
give a report on his statewide
research project titled "Faculty
Development Needs in New
Mexico's Two-Year Institutions."
Costs for the conference will be
subsidized by a grant to New
Mexico Junior College from Title I
of the Higher Education Act administered by the New Mexico
Board of Educational Finance
Commission on Post-secondary
Education.
Where can I go if I want to replace
a lost student I.D. card?
Registration Center, Bandelier Hall
East, X 554~.

Conceptions
Southwest

I

Ill

$1

Hancock/Dikewood Services provides management services
and information systems to the health care industry nation·
wide.
The company has openings lor part·lime employment in
computer opera !Ions. and programming. Applicants should
have knowledge of COBOL and/or FORTRAN and minimum
2.5 GPA. Considerations will be given to students with Work
experience and/or course work in data entry, computer
operation, programmir,g or analysis. Flexible schedule.
Close to Campus atUnh•ersity and Stadium S.E.
Applications or resumes should include a current transcript
and be submitted to:
Personnel Administrator
HANCOCKIDIKEWOOD SERVICES, INC.
1009 Bradbury Dr., S.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106

I

off
any
pizza

one coupon

per pizza

3920 Central SE
262·1662
Expires
1-31·82
____________
J

ASUNM Textbook
Co·op
Come in and Buy your
Books for Less!
we carry a wide selection of textbooks
for the spring semester.

OnSalenow·$4
Marron Hall131

Part· Time Computer Programmer Aides
LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE 810 • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT· SAT • CPA • TOEFL

roads through the bridges be slate
highways," Stratton said.
Construction would be financed
by bonds purchased with income
from the state Severance Tax
Permanent Fund. Stratton says the
construction would take from three
to. five years.
The (wo bridges were recommended by the Middle Rio Grande
Council of Governments, Stratton
said. "The decision to build these
bridges has already been made. I'm
just trying to work out a way to get
the funding."
Tlje proposed bridges have been
criticized by some North Valley
residents saying they would cause
too much congestion with the
increased traffic flow.

Into Depravity?

A two-day working conference
for faculty and administrators at
New Mexico's two-year higher
education institutions is schedled
for Feb. 4 and S in the AMFAC
Hotel near the Albuquerque
International Airport.
Co-sponsored by the New
Mexico Junior College, the UNM
Department of Secondary and
Adult Education, the New Mexico
Board of Educational Finance and
the New Mexico Association of
Community and Junior Colleges
and Post-secondary Schools, the
conference will focus on methods
of implementing staff development
programs.
UNM secondary and adult
education Professor S. Gregory
Bowes, conference coordinator,
.said more than 100 educators are
expected to attend the conference
from 16 schools and branches
throughout the state.
"We have a tri-fold purpose for
this conference," Bowes said. "We
want to identify and discuss
exemplary staff development
programs at community colleges,
examine and critique the staff
development modules done by New
Mexico Junior College, and use
research done by UNM as an
impetus for campus-wide staff

La Posada's Entree Card

Daily Lobo, Janumy 21, 1082

Bill To Consider State Funds
For Two Rio Grande Bridges

Six Graduate Students Help Study South Valley's Growth
Erich Von Jaroschkn Pohl II

M~xico

Open

N~w!

We still have a large amount of History, Anthropology
and Sociology texts available.

ASUNM Textbook Co·op is located in the SUB
Basement, Room 24·A. For more information
call our 24 hour answering service at 277·

3701.
We're a non•profit, student run Co·op
bringing you less expensive textbooks.

l:qual bpp_ortunlty/Affirmalilla Action ~-rnp_loyer
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Part·ners in Mime

'I

Chris and Tommy Rivera, Partners in Mime, performed in the SUB
Wednesday as part of the SUB Entertainment Committee's Noontime Entertainment. The pair hitchhiked but got no rides !right),
shot at each other but didn't get killed (bottom right), tried to solicit
women but didn't succeed. The troupe (above) in one of their quiet
moments.
Photos by Bill Wechter

I
The ASA Gallery's current
exhibition entitled "Installations" contains the work
of three local artists. The
exhibition will be on view until Feb. 5, with a reception for
the artists Friday night from 7
to 9 p.m. For more on this
exhibit see the following
page.
Photographs by Eve Laramee
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Fashionable Clothes
at Reasonable Prices
central

265-4365
open: Tues- Fri.

Mountain Bell

Semester Pass* ........................ $50.00
Commuter Pass
(1 calendar month) .... $16.00
Punch Pass
(20 rides) .................. $ 8.00

I

'available only to full-time students of
an accredited post High School educational Institution in Albuquerque.
A full-time student at UNM is registered for 12 undergraduate hours
or 6 graduate hours.

II

I

For information call
766-7830
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Enrich Your Life!

I

Meet today's challenges.

Enroll in a Bible course
for credit.

For the way you live.
@

tt HIGH STYLE

If you missed our bus pass sales
in the SUB, you can come to
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale S.E.
SAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.

To save on
long distance calls, put
bme on your side.
We know how much a long distance call can mean to
you, and to someone special who's far away. That's
why we want to give you some timely news for making long distance calls.
During our special discount periods,you can save
up to 60% on direct-dialed calls made without operator assistance. All it takes is a little planning. So you
can put time on your side with these discount rates:
Evenings and Sunday, 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.save 35%
Every night, 11 p.m. to 8 a.m. -save 60%
Weekends, 11 p.m. FridaX thru 5 p.m.
·1
Sunday -save 60% (D1scount periods do
not apply to Alaska and Hawaii.)
Plan ahead and pick one of our good times to save
for a long talk. And use your phone to stay close to
the people who matter.

10om~ 6 pm
Sat. 12-5 pm

i

I

I.

Bible 1302
Bible 3359
Bible 2302
Bible 4360

"New Testament Survey''
"Gospel of John"
"Job through Malachi"
"The Book of Romans"

MW 0900-1 030
MW 1030-1200
TTH 1100-1230
TU ES 0630-0930pm

Classes begin January 18th

I13IDays to Enroll for

UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

Open enrollment now for all students who will be carrying 6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.}
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning Jan. 18, on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays from 1-3pm; or mail appliCations and
payments now to the local reJlresentativc's office at the
address below. Visa and Masfercharge accepted. ·

Cost is $10 per course. Register at the Christian
Student Center or at the first class meeting.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

2625 Pennsylvania N.E., Suite 300
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110 • 884·6827,
Enrollment Period Ends
February 8, 1982
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ASA Gallery Exhibits Group Showing of Installations
Review
Ray Abeyta
The gallery of the Art Students
Association of UNM, known as the
ASI\, is currently exhibiting the
work of three local artists in the
basement of the SUB. The show is
aptly titled "Installations" and is
the work of artists John Koch, Eve
Laramee and Bill Lindemann.
For this show the artists involved
have taken the space of the gallery
and imposed a few structural
changes. Basically it is still the
ASA; the walls are still intact, the
floor still beneath your feet. What
these artists have basically done is
extend the surfaces somewhat. The

space of the main gallery is occupied by Koch's "Hearth" and
Laramee's "Capillary Action."
The >maller gallery contains
Lindemann's "Garden of the
Dance."
"Hearth" consists of a two
ascending double layers of chicken
wire, interspersed with rolled paper
inserted into the gaps of the wire
itself. The double layers exter>q
from a corner in the room where a
clamp light dimmly illuminates Hs
apex, the wire rises in V form in
parallel levels away from the floor
into the corners of the ceiling, The
effect is something of a twist on
paper party streamers. It is a

'
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Purchase $5.00 worth of
I
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
limit one coupon per person per day.
Expires 1·28·82
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9801 Lomas NE 296·4242
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playful piece that relies on the
flatness of the wall and the
geometry of angles moving on and
away from the two dimensional
surface.
The placenwnt of" Hearth" also
acts as an enveloping framework
for the floor installation of
"Capillary Action." This piece is
something along the lines of
techno-modern alchemy. It consists
of two shallow square boxes that
take up much of the floor space of
the room. Each box contains a layer
of salt crystals and copper powder
with a ring of plate glass fragments
and colored clamp lights. The
relationship of the salt to the
copper sets up a corrosive
coloration, which plays off of the
turquoise of the copper and the
crystalline refraction of light
produced by the salts. This effect is
further elaborated on by the
compositional arrangement of the
salts and copper powder. The
largest box which rings the rectangular column in the main room
is broken up by a series of
fragmented circles of salt which rise
relief-like out of further layers of
salt and copper. The second box,

function as decorative and effective
tools.

smaller and isolated in a far corner
away from the other two pieces,
consists of a square framework
containins a full circle of salt
crystals surrounded by turquoise
and
copper.
Above
this
arrangement is a metallic !:ircle
suspended at a tilted hori~ontal
from the ceiling and reflecting the
circle on the floor.
The relationship of "Capilary
Ac.tion" to "Hearth" is intentional. Both Koch and Laramee
share studio space in the city and
both artists agreed to collaborate
on their first show together. This
was done by deciding that one
would occupy the floor while the
other would take the wall. The tiein takes place at the point where the
two surfaces meet, with each peice
remaining seperate but equal on
their respective surfaces. Koch's
addition to Laramee's "Action" is
in the placement of a series of
clamp lights that fringe the floor
space in and around the boxes. This
relationship allows Koch's use of
lighting to .illuminate the the
salt/copper surface while giving the
lights a stage from which they can

5100 San Mateo NE 881·9866

The aesthetics of each of these
pieces relies on the use of contemporary materials; chicken win;.
strips of lumber, glass, electnc
lighting, extension cords, salt rock
and copper powder, All are
arranged in linear fashion according to the shape of the room
itself. The effect is sparse, at times
chaotic but not without a degree of
eleganc~ in its physical occupation
of the gallery. There is a true sense
of atmosphere in the main gallery.
One commentator in the galleries
guest book wrote, ''I could feel the
evaporation."
The doorway to the small gallery
is closed off by a garden gate. There
is an inscription in scratchy, handwritten letters with the words, "The
Garden of the Dance." On opening
the gate, one enters a room painted
black and dimly lit. The floor is
covered with a layer of fine sand
with a plank walkway leading in.
This room is environmental in the
truest sense of the word - selfcontained and enclosed. The artist
Bill Lindemann invites the participant into a room that is a surreal
combination of Japanese rock
garden, desert landscape and
Central Avenue florescence. This is
about all that can be said about this
installation. It is a playful surprise
to enter into the darkened room
behind the garden gate and I'd
rather not spoil it.
ASA has once again proven itself
in its willingness to take a chance. It
continues to bring some of the most
provocative exhibits to UNM.
While installation is not new to the
art scene, it is not typical to
Albuquerque. This exhibition of
installations offers artists and the
art audience the opportunity to
view something out of the ordinary.
"Installations" will be on display
until Feb. 5, from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday. The
ASA will host an opening reception
for this show Friday at 7 p.m.

Steve King
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MEXICAN·STVLE FAMILY RESTAURANTS

2608 Central S.E. (across from Johnson Gym)
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Several names have been
sugested for the conference, Estes
said. "Names like the High Country
Conference,
Mountain
Sky
Conference and the Cactus
Conference have been mentioned. I
like the Mountain Sky idea
beacause the official name would
be the Mountain Sky Athletic
Conference, and we could abbreviate it Ms.A.C." she said with a
laugh. "But I'm having a problem
selling it to the others."
"My term expires July 1, 1983,"
Estes said. "One of the things the
conference president can do is hire
a part-time administrative secretary
to help me out."
Dues for the new confemce will

According to S aeta and Pete
Egan, a coordinator for the group,
the main purposes of the VFY are
to provide positive role models for
youths who need someone to look
up to, improve the self-image of
youngsters who are experiencing
difficulties in growing up, and
provide new and rewarding experiences for youths and athletes,
Dave S aeta, a recent graduate of
The local chapter of the group
Stanford who participated in the has 13 "pairings" currently, and
program for three .years as a Saeta said the New Mexico group,
volleyball player, wiD offer a slide ''has demonstrated a high level of
presentation and speak to in- success and are capable and eager
terested male and female athletes to expand this unique experience to
on campus. S aeta is now a national every UNM student-athlete."
director of the VFY, which has SO
For further information on
schools involved.
tonight's meetjng, caH242-5470.
The local chapter of NCAA
Volunteers .For Youth (VFY), a
nationwide program in which
college student-athletes volunteer
to serve as older companions to
troubled junior high school-aged
youth, will hold a special meeting
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Hokona
Lounge.

i/

Golfers Fifth in California
The New Mexico women's golf team sloshed their way to a tie for fifth
after one round of the UJ,dy Aztec Invitational in 8 Cahon, California.

know'" Estes said. She added that
former Intermountain Conference
members Texas-El Paso, Utah
St t c 1 d. N h
A·
Wabe, Sototra o,d oldrthemSt nzonaill,
e er a e an
a o ate w
''be joining different conferences all
over."
Estes also announced that
Patricia Trainor, a physical
education professor at the
University of Albuquerque for the
past 12 years, will be the new
women's sports information
director. "I knew she could write,
and she has ample experience with
fund raising and promotion," Estes
said.
Trainor has been hired for the
part time position "because of the
tight budget," Estes said. "We just
happened to be lucky."

Tomorrow: UndaEstes discusses
the athletic budget, Johnson Gym
rennovation and public relations.

Super Bowl Suncfay at Ned's!
We'll have all your favorite beverages
Including 50¢ beer!
1.\vo giant screens to watch San Francisco
and Cincinnati battle it out.
Home-made posole, hot dogs,
and free popcorn!
It all starts at 2 o'clock.
And after the game,
enjoy some super live entertainment.
Super Bowl Sunday,
January 24th at Ned's.
Because it's not who wins or loses.
It's where you watch the ,;!mne)

"It's pouring down rain," said coach Henry Sandles from his motel room
after the firSt round where his Lobos shot 321, 33-over-par. "We kind of
got a raw deal today (Wednesday). We teed off about 11 p.m., and that's
when it started t.o rain."

on Central just west of Washington.

a

Lucy Casteneda led the UNM individual with 76. "If a 76 .is good for
fourth place, you can tell the conditions are bad," Sandles said. "In fact,
they had to stop play on the 18th green to mop up the green."

Ski Coach To Teach Clinic
A cross-country ski clinic with indoor instruction and outdoor pmctical
experience will be held Jan. 27 and 30at the University of New Mexico and
in the Sandia Mountains.

J'

Sponsored by the UNM intramurals divisioh, the indoor segment of the
clinic wiD be held Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. in Room 124 of Johnson Gymnasium,
Three Sandia Mountains sessions will be held Jan, 30 at 9,. 10 and 11 a.m.
The fee for the clinic is $2 a person.
Taught by UNM Ski Coach l<laus Weber, the clinic will focus on
techniques, preparation and maintenance. Equipment for the clinic will be
provided through the Intramural OutdoorS hop in Johnson Gym.
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Interested persons shoul!l sign up for the clinic no later than Monday
morning, Jan. 25. The clinic is part of the "Getaway" program in the intram urals department.

SUB Games .is planning to host a
"ToUrnament
of Champions"
Friday featuring competition in
billiards, table tennis and video
games.
It is scheduled from 7 to 10 p.m.
in the Student Union .Building
games area, lower northeast comer
of the. SUB.
Tournament winners in the table
g
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tennis and eight-ball billiard contests will be sent to the ACUl
semifinals at Arizona State
University.
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:::! ,' GALLE;RY, ·••

There is a $5 entry fee for each
double elimination event.

All participants must be UNM
students. For more information call
277-4506 .
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SUB Pool Championship Set
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"l am pleased that New Mexico
State is in our conference because
we have a natural rivalry. llike to
see them do well because it
'
reflects well on the state, and rm
sure they feel the same way."
-

be $3000 per year, with all members
competing under NCAA rules, "All
of the new conferences will be
under NCAA jurisdiction, as far asl

says Dotson. "We are looking
for in1provement in each match.
It's been a long wait.
TI1e travel and not having to
The Lobo wrestling team will make weight has had an effect
be at home for the frrst time on our wrestlers."
since February on Saturday
Hani•on, Jackson and Bitnight when the UNM grapplers tem1an were praised by Dotson
take to the mats in their home for their consistant peropener at University Arena. The formances. The wins over Air
opponent in the opener will be Force and Colorado State will
the Northern Arizona Lum- help the Pack in the seedings for
berjacks, who UNM beat 36-16 the toumaments in March. "'DJC
earlier this season.
wins help and we are working
The 4-Z matmen, who have · hardCr," said the second-year
spent the last three months on coach.
the road, beat Air Force
Tuesday night 30-19 in a
Brantley has been steadily
Western Athletic Conference improving with the pushing of
showdown. The Lobos had Dotson and assistant coach
been off for six weeks prior to Kevin Finn. "Evins was kind of
their recent action.
lazy, but we have made him
Harrison,
Kevin work. He is working a lot harder
Ralph
Jackson and Brad Bitterman than before," Dotson said.
gained fails in the match along Brantley may be the key to the
heavyweight
Evins Lobo fortunes, since the
with
Brantley. Bitterman is 19-0-J on Wolfpack has not had a tme
the year and beat two-time heavyweight in many years.
WAC cbampion Dale W11lters of
The dual meet will comence at
Air Force, 9-2.
7:30. Students wiD be admitted
"We are much improved," free with UNM identification.

'Volunteers For Youth' Meet

~er'l'iee

The Villa serves it very mild. But you can add our
spicy red sauce or our hot, hot green sauce
to make it as wild as you want.
Don't forget we're serving breakfast now, featuring the
totally unique, totally wonderful Breakfast Burrito:'~
And our entire menu is available during breakfast hours.
Mild, wild, hot or not, taste what Taco Villa's got.

had 12 teams and we cut the league
in half.

With a new conference {arming
and a .new sports information
director joining, Unda Estes is a
happy woman these days.
The UNM women's athletic
director reflected upon some recent
changes in her department in an
interview yesterday with the New
Mexico Dai{v Lobo.
"It's exciting to get in on the
ground floor on something like
this," said Estes, who was recently
elected president of the yet-to-benamed women's conference that
will include Utah, Brigham Young,
Colorado State, Wyoming, New
Mexico State and UNM. "We have
good competition in the West.
Wyoming won the national ski title
last year, Utah did the same in
gymnastics, and BYU was second
in volleyball and always does well."
Estes said the new conference is
"basically a realignment (of the old
Intermountain Conference), We

lip

UNM SUD Erllcrlalnment \\ill procnt a One Year
Anniversary Dance Friday and a Grand Reopening
Dance Sattnday.
Pcrrorming will be "South Side," with ~<Jarm
Unlimited'' as OJ. Jams Unlimited will play FunkY·
Disco music tram !>I p,ill. to I a.m. both nights in the
Subway Station. on the northwest lower lm:l of the
Student Union BUilding.
General admission is S3 and Sl (or UNM,
\Jni\'ersily of Albuquerque and Technical-Vocational
Institute studentS. For more information, t:all 277·
4506 Ot 271•6492.
UNM \V(lriltn's Soccer Club is looking for
mcmbcu! for more information, fca~·c natnc and
number in BoJC. 106 at the Student Adivitics Center hi
the SOB, oreal\ '842·SOj8 after S p.m.
Jlsnrc w&th •he llNM 811Jimom lhntcCiub J<riday
from 7:30 to 9:.:!0 p.m. In the SUU Ballromn.
Admi~~ion is free.
Coalldon For Human: Rl~hls in La lin Amerle• ......
The Coalilioli will ~rcscnr the ~lidc show,
"Guatctnahl: A People He~icgcd," Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in toom 250 of the SUn, The prcscntallo? _Will
include \he !llidc :show and speakers who Will be
n:vailablc to Ull$Wef questions. A donation or St will
be requested at the door.
OmrJi:ll •jsl rhl _..... Fitst Jam or the semester
feaiuring the Qi.Jts, Friday beginJ!ing at9tJ.m. al the
International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
Admission is $2 per person.
Uella Sigma PI Business fraternity Invites ·student$
to meet the chapter JBri. 28 ar 8 p.m. in room lOO of
the Anderson School of Manascment.
Student llealilf Ctnter l.o= offering CPR classes. For
information and pre·rcgistrrtlion call the Health
Center Ell 277·3136.
ASA Gallery "'"""" Opcnlrig rccepllon fonhe fiui
show ot the ~ente5tcr, "Installations" at 7 p.m.
Friday night. The ASA Onlltry_ is IC'eaiCd li1 the
basement of the. SOD acrou from the lltcater.
JnicrdisrlPIInary t~ture Serleri- Ms. Mo.ry Jane
Clark, Chillese scholar atid ari l1istorian, will present
a publlt: siide show lecture entitled_ "The Gentlemanly
Putstlits of Wine Women ond Song: The cultural
Elite in Sixtcenlit Ceniury Chlna, 11 Thursday a( 7
p.m. in Kilter Hnll.

Estes Discusses Women's League;
Wrestlers Open Home Slate
Sports Information Director Named.
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New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
131 Marron Hall
277-5656 for rates or information

1. Personals
WilY GO IT alone'/ Della Sigma Pi invhcs you to
m~ct the chapter on January :ZBth at 8:00 p.m. In
rool!l.IOO at the Anderson School of Manllgelllent.
1/28
ACCURATt: INFORMATION ABOUT con•
trnccption, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
Pii'EGNANCY Tt:STING & COUNSt:LING, Phone
247·9819.
tfn
I'ASSI'OIIT, IMMIGRATION, I.D. photos, 3 for
$6.001 J Lowest prices in town! Fast, pleasing, short
walk from UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to 123
Wellesley S.E., between Girard and Carlisle, corner
of Silver. Hours: J0-6 weekdays, Saturday 9-5.
tfn
CONTACTS·l'OUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas ju!l west of Washington.
tfn
Wt: BOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon Styles), gold
runless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay less Optician!,
5007 Menaul N.E., across from La Belles.
tfn
WOMEN'S IIEALTII SEitVICE UNM. Student
Health Center Annual exams for PAPS, con·
truccption, abortion counseling and other
gynecological services. 277·3136.
1129
ONI.Y $2.35. TWO farm-fresh eggs, two homemade
chemical free sau•age patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7a.m. MorningdloryCafe. Corner
of Girard, Central and Monte Vista 268·7040.
tfn
Pt:N PALS. IN over 143 Countries- Ages8-89. Write
to: International Pen friends, P,O. Box 6S,
Homeeres\ Station, Brooklyn, N,.Y. 112.29, USA.
1/21
DI''ORCt: ANU PERSONAL Orowth Seminar
begins Feb. 9th for ten Tuesdays, 1·9 p.m. Call
Barbara Drown 883-0121; Walter Poll 266-3421,
215
I YEAH ANNIVERSARY Dance with Jams
Unllmiled, January 22nd from 9-1 a.m. in the
SUBWAY, Northwest lower level of the New Mexico
Union, $2Students, S3 general.
1122
RAINBOW PI.ACE Wt:LCOMES you back, Come
see us when you can. $55-B Wyoming N.E., 10 a.m.-7
~

1m

65 l'ENTS, Til AT'S aU for a deluxe hamburger with
lettuce, tomatoes, pickle and raw onlon at Doonies.
Comer University and Central.
1/29
HORSES, t'OOTBALL, PLAYGIRL, We have all
types of magatines and paperbacks. look for in store
specials, N.M. Union Mercado.
1/22
I.OOK INTO AM·PRO marketing for part·time
business. opportunity, Contact Kevin, 881-9501 •. 1/22
29 CENTS .FOR hot apple turnover at Doonies.
Curner University and Central,
1/29
FOREIGNf:R TICK(,.'TS FOR sale. Call Gary ater
~:OOPMat299·1111.
1125
WOMEN SOCCER PlAYERS needed, Call 842S038 evenings.
1125
TERI 11. GOOD luck in school, I'm behind you.
Love, B.
1/26
TilE TINSEL TOWN Mugger is back.
1/26
(GRAND RE-OPENING SUBWAY Station Dance).
Patty wilh South Side and .D.J, Jams Unlimited,
January 23rd frorti 9·1 am, NorthWest lower level of
theS.U.B.
1122
PRINCF.SS· GLAD YOU had a wild riotous time in
NYC. Do you think some special tutoring by a TA
could keep you interested in school?! (hint, hint).
Thanks forbeing so. very special. Hulk.
1/21
LF..ARN TO DANCE Free at Dance Club, free ad·
mission this Friday, 7:30-!I:JO, SOB Ballroom. l/22
SORORITY SPRING RUSII January 24th•February
2nd. For' more information call 277-4706 (Student
Activities).
J/25
FOREIGNER TICKETS: CONCERT February 9th.
294-2332.
l/27
WilY GO IT Alone7 Delta Sigma Pi invites you to
meet the chapter on January 28th at 8:00 p.m. in
room 100 at the Anderson School or Management.
1128
WE WEI.COME ANYONE who has read Ken Keyes'
book, llandbook To Hhiher Conklou•ness, and
would like tcJ practice Using his living, .love methods
with other sharing, supportive people at 1032 Vista
Grande NW, 8pm, January2S, Februhry8 ·free- 831·
2080. Barbara.
1121

1. Lost & }1' ou nd
I.OST: SMALL BRASS surveyihg Instrument In
smttll wooden box, Sycamore .and Tijeras. Reward,
242-2467.
1/21
BROWN CORDUROY GATSBY hat lrt RHIOJ
Tuesday. Reward. 298-853 I.
!/21
LOST • GLOSS BLACK carncra shoulder bag, Last
seen in entrance to .La Posada, 18th January, lunchtime. Patrick Beesley, Tel. 277·5568.
1/21
SMALL BLACK FEMALE dog, F'ound at
ltcgistratlon Center. 884-2127, 292·1398.
1/26
~'OUND GOLI) RIMMED glasses outside Scholl's
Hall. Claim at Marron Hall room 13 t.
1/Zl
Cl,AIM YOUR LOST UNM I. D. in rm. 13 I Marron
Hall: Janet Bond, Sandra Boynton, Christopher
tlurnctt, William Castle, Joanne Frotier, Erik
Calloway, Gary Oilbcrt, Carol Oiassheim, Janice
Goodhart, Cynthia Hennigan, James Jennings, Jon
Knudsen, Mark Manhart, !Catherine McCowan,
Monica Orotco, Maitha Padilla-Garcia, Trlsha
Roberts andTerrlbuncan.
l/22
CLMM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8.:00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

DID YOU ADOfT the grey and black tiger kitten
found by tho people at the Ernie Pyle Memorial
Library? Please call 2l5-2240, evenings and
weekends.
1/27

3. Senices
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS and rentals,
MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Hm vard S.E. 265-3315.
tfn
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English/MA editor.
Vast e~perlcnce with dissertations, papers. Editing
available. 266-9550.
311
A-1 TYPIST· TERM papers, resumes299-8970.
2/12
FAST ACCURATE TYPING Includes corrections,
spelling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt IOS StanfordSE262·1865.
1/26
PROFESSIONAl. TYPING REASONABLE,
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ill,
Caii299-62S6 or 299-2676,
J/29
PARKING SPACES .FOR renl, come to I J!W,
Colombia S.E. for more Information, Walking
di;tance to U.N.M.
1/22
CALLe ACULEX FOR all wore! processing needs:
Theses, dissertations, resumes. 831-3181.
1/22
PROH:SSIONAL TYPING.
REASONABLE.
Extensive secretarial experience. IBM Selectric Ul.
299-6256/200-2676,
1/29
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR, CLASSICAL, other
styles, 867·3158.
1129
TYPING FROM THE Word Co. We use a word
processor for quick turnaround time and accurate
IJ2.9
changes. Call247-2326.
DIVINE FIT SEWING, M·W·F,l·S, 247-8236. 1/22

4. Housing
TilE CITADEL-SUPERB location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
1oom, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
IIOUSESITIER: I AM looking for an apartment or
house to housesit during spring semester (or earlier).
Excellent references and enJoy gardening arid yar•
dwork. Caiherine, 242-7228.
tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., SIBS/mo., all utilities paid, SIOO security
deposit, Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets, Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 266-8392.
2/11
AVAILABLE. NOW; UTILITIES paid. E.F.F. • I &
2 bedrooms, 10 percent off for U.N.M. students,
cable TV, 3 pools, Aspen Apartments, 881-3570,4501
Shepard Rd. N.E.
2/9
HAVE 3 DORMS, bath, cooking & laundry privileges
for 3 conscientious students in N.E. Heights.
1/21
Reasonable. Call296-7212 after 3.
ONE-BEDROOM $195. STUDIO 5185. l'urnished
.and utilities paid. Near U.N.M., 1218 CopperN.E.&
200 Jefrerson N.E., 842-6170.
1121
ATTRACTIVE 2 BEDROOM apartment, furnished,
utilities paid. $280 month, 5140 deposit. No pets. 440
PrlncetonS.E., 255-6131.
1125
COtJNTR\' LIVING \'ET close in. Supermini-farm.
Nifty 2DR plus double garage plus workshop plus
outbuildings plus horse facilities. ~ acre. Excellent
South Valley location. $49,900. Assumable loan. Call
Joyce Gammill eves. 345-4868. RE/MAX North
Valley,lnc.34S-8S06.
_
1/22
CHARMING IBR APARTMENT. North Valley,
Adobe setting. Vigas, Kiva FP. S27S/mo. Incl.
utilities. $200 DD. Call Joyce eves. 345-4868,
RE/MAX NV 345-8506.
1/21
FOR SALE: EXECUTIVE 4 year old contemporary
home near UNM • at 3215 Purdue Place NE, three
bedrooms with greatroom and two full baths, 10 foot
ceilings in entry and greatroom, hUge master suit~.
Signed designer mirror above fireplace, Jenna1t
range. Call Elaine James 292-1606. Elaine T. James
Co., Realtors.
1121
$100/MO, STUDIO FOR rent, Includes utilities,
pool, jacuzzi, unfurnished, newly decorated, SE area,
293•8118.
l/21
ONE BLOCK tJNM furnished, I bedroom twin. or
double beds, $235 Includes utilillc!. Varsity Jtouse,
141 Columbia SE, 168-0525,
1128
ROOMMATE, SERIOUS STUDENT 5120/month,
Vr utilities. House, 881"0222.
1/21
SEARCHING FOR IIOUSING? Residence halls are
your answer for maximum ·Convenien-ce fo campu~
comfort and economy In housing and food service.
Space Is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, La Posada 201, weekdays 9-4. Or, call
277-2606.
1122
CAMPUS 3-.ROOM HOME. $90, fully fenced, kids,
pets fine. Sun Rentals. Reusable fee.162-1751. 1122
BIKE TO CLASS. Huge3•bcdroom, 2•baths, fenced,
kids, pets. $260, Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262-1751.
1122
N.E, CAMPUS. I BDR house, fully fenced. SIOO,
kids, pets. Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262•17Sl. 1122
CUTE 1 BEDROOM. Ncar campus. $165. Newer
carpets, kids, pcb, Sun Rentals, reusable fee. 262·
I7SI.
1/22
ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED apartment.
Clean, tenccd, qUiet, very secure, pets welcome. $175
month- utilities Included, 884-7769, 265-9273. 1/22
FOR RENT; CORRALES fully furnished. Three
bedroom, new adobe .On rivet. f'lreplaces, stereo,
T.V., piano, microwave, washer and dryer, dish·
washer.Bargain rate ror6 mo. lease. 277·5104 or898:
08.60., Will ilccept three students,
1122
SMALL ONE BEDROOM apartment. Old" Town

area, $120 per month. Mature, responsible student,
call843-6843, First and. last month, deposit.
1/22
ONE BEDROOM. (:ONUOMINIUM S.E. near
UNM. Carpeted, swimming pool, jacuzzi, laundry.
One block to golf course and supermarket. S27S
includes utilities, $100 deposit call 871·1222.
I/2S
WANTED· FEMAI.E ROOMMATE (serious
stu!lentl to share 2-bedroom duplex with plano, Easy
bus to UNM. $100 a month plus utilities, Call 2567531 or865-SI2S.
2/1
EFFICIENCY 5135, UTILITIES paid, furnished,
1/25
laundry facilities, 881-9004, 292·2183.
ONE BEDROOM SlliO plus sas, 416 l-jigh St. S,E.
8B1·9004or292·2183.
l/25
~BlOCK FROM UNM, nice, clean, quiet, 3.
bedrqom house !o share, one room left, completely
furnished, utilities paid. Sl90 mo., St!O deposit. 26S·
3297.
1/.26
A HOUSE . FOR .RENT three bedroom near
university, partially furnished. Available February
268-9167, evenings or weekends.
1/26
EAGLES NEST CONUO. Low price of $28,400 .and
assumable mortgage with eleven & 7/8 percent interest make this attractive 1-bdrm. cond\l an excellent
bargain. Pool, jac\lzzi & laundry facilities are some of
the amenities offered. Close to UNM, tennis, golf.
Owner/agent 256-9589,
112.7
.HOUSEMATE WANTED. NON·SMOKER, no~
rellgious. Sunny ·house, yard, washer, $160/mo.,
utilities paid, Terry, 243-6487.
1123
ROOMMATE WANTED: MALE or female to share
2 bedroom house in S.W. Valley, $100/mo. plus
utilities, Car pool available, 242-7486 after 5;00.
1/23
FOR RENT Z·BDRM hardwood floors, fireplace, hot
tub in yard. Ideal for one couple and single person.
$315 per month. Close to campus call Shirley 2685214.
1126
A IIOUSE FOR RENT three bedroom near
university, partially furnished. Available February
268.9167, evenings or weekends,
1/26
COUNTRY SOLAR ADOBE, New l·bedroom,
appliances, wood stove, $22l, lsi, last, deposit, 867·
DR
1126
WANTED-FEMALE ROOMMATE (serious
student) to share 2-bedroom. duplell with plano.
Easy/bus to UNM, $100/mo. plus U!ilities, call 2567531 or86S-5125.
212
FOR RENT, UNFURNISIIED, $180 month, I
bedroom, fenced yard, pets, off street parking, DD,
block of( Central, 163 Mesilla NE, 266·3897.
1/26
FOR RENT, l.BEDROOM, living, dining, kitchen,
bath, finished basement, hardwood floors, near
campus, bus service, screen porch, fireplace, S385
month, 2424995 days, 821·5701 nights.
l/29
IIOUSEMATE WANTED: MATURE female to
share quiet, studious environment. Non-smoker. $125
plus one half. 265-2524,
1/22
ATT.RACTIVE ON•: BEDROOM near Can·
delaria/Carlisle, NE. Clean, carpeted, fireplace,
dishwasher, patio. Pet allowed. lease fiexible, $200
plus utilities. 268-4488, 293·8777.
l/27
ROOMMATE WANTED: GRAD. or mature person
to share 3 bedroom. 2 bath house off Girard in S.E.,
SISO/mo. plus VI util. Call David, 217·2505, days.
1/27
NEED FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 3 BDR.
house, vicinity Carlisle.& lomas. S12S a month plus
V. utilities, 266-4922 after six or Sunday,
1/27
LOVEL\', NEWLY RENOV ....TED home • unfurnished. 2·bcdroom, I~ bath, large living area,
ccuntry kitchen. Near university, $350 plus utilities.
243-3447.
1/27
2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED FOR rent, 3-blocks
from UN!If. Off-street parking, $199/mo. Available
now! t I 266-6872 (days), 292-5935 (nights).
1127

5. ForSale
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold,
rimless. $54.50 regular $65.00. Pay less Opticians,
5007 Menual N.E. across from laBelles.
tfn
IIEWLETT PACKARD • 67 with programmable
cards, good condition $1 SO. Txlnst • SRSOA includes
trig$20. 344-9234.
1121
DRAFTING TABLE, ALL wood. 36 x 42.
Adjustable for height, angle, 255·4838.575.00. 1121
200 CM. CROSS.COUNTRY skis, 9V. boot, poles
like new. $60,345-4856.
1/21
TWO SCHWINN CONTINENTAL 10 speeds, One
21 inch men's frame, one 21 Inch women's frame,
Both in excellent condition. SIOO each. 242-0275,
evenings.
1122
FOR SALE, IBM Composer, 1976 model H6251.
Manual justification does professional typesetting,
Ten fonts included-fonts worth $410 alone. Oood
condition, original price $5400.00, you pay $2000.00.
Call (904)375-6000.
1/22
BICYCLE SALE 10 PERCENT of£ on Bertin and all
bicycles over $300. World Champion Bicycles, 300
YaleS.E., 268-5697.
l/22
FOR SALE: YAMAIIA pro Tenor sax, Bundy flute.
Selmar C-star medal mouth piece, and clarinet
stands. Everything tor $900. Aii in excellent condition. 294-0310 after 5.
1/22
SANYO COMPACT REFRIGERATOR must sell.
Call Robearlymornings. 268.0512.
1/25

Covered
~agon

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

OLDTOVVN

CITY_
BOOKS

BUY SELL TRACE
GUALITY USED BOOKS
139 HARVARD SE
open
M·S I0-6
265 02B5

MORE T.HAN BAGS
Just arrht~d:
Jordache Dresses &
Corduroy Slcirts
and Tops
MON·l'HilO·flt••i '>A I <J-511011
Ill I ( tUm•ll ~.~.

II-FLAT TENOR SAXAPHONE Sonora made in
Germany. Excellen! shape $325,00. Ed 299-8688 M·
Th after 8pm.
1/25
BRAND NEW Tl-30 scjentilic calculator, Only
$10.00. Call Linda after 5:0026S-9102.
l/2S
HP-38C CALCULATOR, application books and
accessories, $129,95, IBM typewriter $27l. 88l·l031.
1121
23" COLOR TV console, sound OK,. Picture Is on
psychadelics. $75 and it's your trip. Call Su at 821.
7007 evenings,
I /26
HP·41CV CALCULATOR SYSTEM, 319 registers,
card reader, bar code reader, printer, application
programs, PPC ROM, plus extras. Excellent conditions, $1000. Call evenings821·7007,
1/26
HP-38C USED ONE semester, $50, 266-6601 after
6pm.
2/2
1974 . YELLOW CHEVROLET Vega Kammback
station wagon. l-Ias 5-A-7BX13 nearly new tirts- cost
of tires $416.s·o. Motor needs rings or overhaul. Paid
$POO, will take $600. Can be seen at 1620 lead SE,
Apt. #B, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 (ask for
Murry),
1/27
1977 IIONDA STN. WAGON Fwd, 23-32 mpg, 61 k
miles, Am-Fm cassette, rack, records kept $3 I 75. Call
242-3037'
1122

two weeks, $4.00 per hour. References required, call
884 H76 ev~nings,
I/2S
UFEGUARU, SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR WSI
certified. Part time. YMcA ~01 Broadway N,E, 242·
7245,
.
1125
IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT, TELEPHONE
sales. $3,35·$6.00 per hour plus bonuses. Hours 4pm·
9pm. Call294-6506 for interview this tuesday oply,
1/19
EARN $20·30 RAISING funds for Acorn In Community Tag Day this Saturday. For information call
247-9792 from 9-3:00 or 8-10.00.
1/29
WALGREENS AT JUAN Tabo and Montgomery Is
now hiring for part-time cashiers, Nights and
weekend hours. Experience desired. Apply in person.
1126
p.ART T.IME AND run time telephone calling,
Immediate work. $3,50 an hour plus bonus, call 765·
~725,
1/22
'i NEED SOMEONE to iron my shirts. Your place or
mine, Charge by the piece or by the hour. All details
discussed. Call268.7219,
1122

7. Travel
EAitN THREE HN~: arts credits in New York over
Spring break. Still a few spaces. Jan. 27th deadline. 8
days, 6 shows. Call 292·7195.
l/26
SHUFFLE OFF TO Buffalo and say it In the Lobo.
tfn

6. Employment
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old, Apply In person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 lof!!as NE, 5516
Menaul NE,
4/15
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS SEEKING employment for spring semester, please apply at Food
Service office in Student Union Building.
l/22
PROGRAMMER WANTED PART·TIME: Pascal
and Apple soft basic, Must .be familiar with Apple II.
Call884-5577.
1121
STUUENTS INTERESTED IN employment for
Spring Semester apply at Food Service office In
Student Union Building.
1/22
THE UNM SPECIAL Services Program needs tutors
in all areas, particularly English, Math, Chemistry,
Physics, Biology, Computer Science, .Economics, and
Engineering. Rate of pay js S3.6l p/11 and up
depending on qualifications. Graduate students and
uppcrclass undergraduates are encouraged to apply,
Work-study students preferred. For an Interview
appointment, come by Mesa Vista 2013.
1122
AFTERNOON BABYSITTING FOR l'rors kid,
Caii293-S072, after 6 p.m.
'
1/19
PART·TIME PASTF,..UP/LAYOUTartist with good
typing skills. Experienced only. Work afternoons,
occasionally Saturday. Phone 842-9040.
1122
HOUSECLEANING NEEDED. ONE evening every

8. Miscellaneous
BACKPACKS- BEST PRICES around, Ka~fmans. a
realArmy-Navystore. 504 YaleS.E.,256-0000. 1122
BIDI.E CLASSES FOR college credit. Christian
Student Center, 130 Oirard NE, 26S-4312. Check it
oUt!

•

//27
COLU7 REALLY? WHY? • Genuine Gl field
jacket$, wool pants and shirts, hats and gloves. Great
price;, Kaufmans- a real Army-Navy store, 504 Yale
S.E., 256-0000.
l/22
FREE BEER, WINE etc, . , over $75 coupons, Bill
of Fare Restaurant Guide. U.N.M. Bookstore. 2112
TASTE BUDS NEED something new, try our bulk
candy, 10 cents off any bulk candy, N.M. Union
Mercado.
1/22

9. Las N oticias
GAY/LF.SBIAN STUDENT Union. Meets Tuesday
l-26, 7:30p.m .. S.U.B.250A.
1/26
OPt:NJNG RECEPTION ASA Gallery, 7 p.m., Jan.
n. First show 1982. Installations, Downstairs SUD,
M-F, 11·4 p.m., 277·2667.
1/22
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USAF FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE Gl
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Sage Gteen or Blue

XS,S,M,L .
XL.

. 145.75
. .$50.50

t~~. 1\JfMLIJ\'r,r,
P
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS

Special

2slices
pepperoni pizza
& large drink

for $2.08
reg. $2.70
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504 YALE SE
258·0000
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Corded cloth
4 Dillseed
8 Pronoun
11 Rockfish
12 Center
13 Number
14 Silver symbol
15 Perch
17 Changes
19 Insane
21 Offspring
23 Base
24 Frolic
26 Female ruff
28 Depression
31 Scottish river
33 Shade tree
35 Owing
.
36 Spanish ai"ticle
38 Arena
41 Exist
42 Edge
44 Everyone
45 Noise
47 Harvest
49 Beverage
51 Sow
54 Ocean
56 As Written:
Mus.
58 Toll
59 Snake noise
62 Duty
64 Sun god
65Anger
66 Pilaster
68 Dry
7d Needleflsh
71 Scorch
72 Pedal digit

4 Performer
5 Negative
6 Time period
7 Narrate
8 Cooked slowly
9 Pronoun
10 Abstract
being
11 Helicline
16 Exists
18 Bushy clump
20 Mom's mate
22 Sewing
implements
25 Affirmative
27 Man's name
29 Knob
30 Golf mound
32 Greek letter
34 Mire
36 Transgress
37 Falsehood
39 High: Mus.
40 Wrong: P.re·
fix
43 Expert

Answer to Thursday's Puzzle

46 Ship-shaped
clock
48 Fondle
50 Essence
52 Weird
53 Lifeless
55 Woe word
57 Cooled lava
59 Outfit

60 Macaw
61 Compass pt.
631ndian
memorial
post
67 Tantalum
symbol
69 Artificial language

DOWN
1 Royal
2 Printer's
measure
3 Dance step
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